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many interpretations and subsequent advan es. The
theory is deep enough so that it underlies both a ess ontrol and overt hannel analysis, and does
not distinguish between them. It has been applied as
a se urity analysis te hnique to formal spe i ations
of an operating system kernel [HKMY87℄. An important theoreti al advan e that assisted in su h appli ations was the \unwinding theorem," whi h permits a
noninterferen e poli y to be expressed equivalently as
a test on transition spe i ations rather than tra es
[GoMe84℄. A parti ularly lu id rephrasing of that
result was given by Rushby [Rus85℄.
Noninterferen e as originally de ned applies only
to deterministi systems. Other information ow
models were introdu ed for appli ation to systems
that were not adequately represented by the deterministi SRI model. Nondeterministi system models are divided roughly into two types, probabilisti and ombinatori , depending on whether probability distributions are assumed known for the system's nondeterministi hoi es. A dis ussion of probabilisti noninterferen e is given by Gray [Gry92℄.
The orresponding de nitions of information ow an
be related to Shannon's lassi al information theory.
Even the ombinatori models and noninterferen e
itself an be seen as spe ial ases of an informationtheoreti inter-pretation [Mil87℄, although they an
be expressed more dire tly using Sutherland's nondedu ibility, a fun tional independen e on ept [Sut86℄.
A signi ant advan e in the nondeterministi / ombinatori bran h of model development was
M Cullough's \hookup" se urity, later alled \restri tiveness." Extending noninterferen e to a nondeterministi event-system ontext, it was omposable.
That is, the result of inter onne ting two restri tive

Abstra t

A state-ma hine formulation is given for forward orre tability in event systems, to provide a type of unwinding result for this information ow se urity property. We show also how regular expression notation
provides an easy me hani al tool for verifying forward orre tability for small systems, whi h is ne essary for the e e tive presentation of examples and
exer ises.
1
1.1

Ba kground
Introdu tion

The theory of se ure information ow in omputer
systems began in the mid-1970's in response to Lampson's note on the on nement problem, whi h introdu ed the on ept of \ overt hannels." Early arti les
[Den76, Mil76℄ presented te hniques for \ ow analysis," to be applied to appli ation programs or operating system kernel spe i ations, respe tively, to determine whether information labelled using a latti e
of se urity levels ould be leaked out at lower levels.
During that period there were several papers investigating the theory of information ow in programs,
its relation to logi , and its appli ation to the design
of parti ular overt hannel analysis te hniques and
software tools.
In the early 1980's ame non-interferen e, originating at SRI as a theoreti al foundation for the
HDM/Spe ial ow tool [GoMe82℄; it was a tually
a generalization of an earlier SRI model [FLR77℄.
Based on an abstra t state-transition ma hine model,
non-interferen e was an elegant on ept that spawned
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systems ( onsistent with input/output labels) is restri tive. As a tra e model, it still needed, and la ked,
an unwinding theorem. Although an approximately
equivalent version of it was given for state ma hines,
restri tiveness did not have a satisfa tory unwinding
result.
It was argued in [Mil90℄ that a useful de nition of
information se urity should be at least as strong as
nondedu ibility on inputs (nondedu ibility of higherlevel inputs from low-level observations), and it also
should be omposable, i.e., preserved in an inter onne tion of se ure systems. Many of the examples that
illustrate the inadequa y of nondedu ibility on inputs
alone as a satisfa tory de nition an be re ast as examples of ompositions of se ure systems su h that
the result is not nondedu ibility se ure.
The pivotal result in the nondeterministi / ombinatori bran h of model development
was M Cullough's \hookup" se urity, later alled
\restri tiveness." Extending noninterferen e to a
nondetermininsti event-system ontext, it had the
sought property of omposability. As a tra e model,
it still needed, and la ked, an unwinding theorem.
Although an approximately equivalent version of it
was given for state ma hines, restri tiveness did not
have a satisfa tory unwinding result.
In 1988, Johnson and Thayer dis overed a se urity
ondition that was similar to restri tiveness and retained its essential properties, namely that it is at
least as strong as nondedu ibility and it is omposable [JoTh88℄. But their se urity ondition, alled
forward orre tability, was an improvement be ause
it was weaker i.e., it was satis ed by more systems.
Like the original form of restri tiveness, it was de ned
for event systems. We show in this paper that any
event system an be expressed in state-ma hine form.
The statement of forward orre tability for su h state
ma hines is presented, and we shall see that it has
most, though not all, of the required properties of a
useful unwinding result.
Regular expression notation is a traditional way
of spe ifying nite-state ma hines and supporting
proofs of their properties. We show here how this notation an be used to des ribe event systems and test
nondedu ibility and forward orre tability, at least
for small examples.

1.2

Event Systems

1.2.1 Non-Serializable Systems

Event system or other tra e models are usually justi ed by the need to represent nondeterministi systems. Determinism seems to all for atomi ity, in the
following sense: When a user submits a ommand to
the system, the state hange should depend only on
the state at the time the input was re eived, and on
the input itself. While there is in fa t some time between the system all and the return to the user, it
is required for atomi ity that no other user's a tions
(as well as other events su h as I/O interrupts) an
a e t the new state, at least to the extent that it will
ever be ome visible to the user. Also, the transient
intermediate states between re eiving the input and
the return should not be visible to any pro ess; subsequent inputs should not be a epted until a wellde ned system state is a hieved.
Stri t atomi ity of transitions is a tually not ne essary to model a system deterministi ally; it is suÆient to have serializability. A system is serializable if,
for every on urrent exe ution of system alls, there
is some possible disjoint ordering of those alls that
would produ e the same net result. A system with
this property is equivalent to one with atomi transitions for modelling purposes.

Figure 1: A non-serializable system
However, not all systems are serializable. Here is a
simple example of one that is not. Suppose that there
is a system all that sets two entries T 1; T 2 in a global
system table, one after the other, to the identity of
the pro essor that exe utes it. If this system all
is exe uted on urrently on two pro essors A and B ,

and the table is not lo ked as part of the operation, it (2) input totality: if  2 T and i 2 I then i 2 T (a
is possible (due to di erent lo k speeds, interrupts,
tra e may be extended by any input).
et .) that the sequen e of exe ution will be: T 1 := B ,
(Note that on atenation of sequen es is repreT 1 := A, T 2 := A, T 2 := B . Thus the table will wind
sented
by juxtaposition, and we do not distinguish
up with T 1 set to \A" and T 2 set to \B ". This is
between
individual events and a sequen e onsisting
in onsistent with either serialized result, whi h would
of
a
single
event.)
leave both entries with the same value, either A or
The
prin
ipal departure from CSP in M Cullough's
B . The setup is illustrated in Figure 1.
model is input totality. This says that any input
must be a eptable at any time. In CSP, inputs are
1.2.2 Event Systems
not distinguished, so there is no general rule that all
inputs
must be a epted after every tra e. When an
If a system is not serializable, or not representable deinput
is
\a epted" by an event system, however, all
terministi ally for any other reason, it is not possible
it
means
is that the input is re orded in the tra e; it
to model it a urately using the Goguen-Meseguer
system model. There are models that handle a lim- does not ne essarily have any e e t on the state of
ited form of nondeterminism, but are still in apable the system (it might be ignored).
of representing non-serializable systems. To represent
a non-serializable system, we need to both (1) use a 1.2.4 Regular Expressions
ner granularity than a system all, yet (2) retain Although one of the reasons for using event systems
the sequen ing of the omponents of a system all. rather than CSP is to avoid unfamiliar algebrai noThese obje tives are met by tra e models that di- tation, there is an old, well-established notation for
vide up a system all into input, internal, and output dealing with sets of sequen es. It will ome in handy
events, and whi h have a general way of expressing le- for expressing examples. A term in regular expresgal sequen es of events. One of the earliest and most sion notation denotes a set of sequen es over a given
in uential of these models is Hoare's CSP [Hoa85℄, alphabet; in our ase the alphabet is E . A singleand some work has been done to express noninterfer- ton set is represented by its element (a sequen e); a
en e in the ontext of CSP and related models [Fol87, single-event sequen e is represented by the event. For
Gra93℄.
two terms p and q,
We will use the event system model introdu ed by
M Cullough [M C88a℄. Event systems are express- pq = f j 2 p ^  2 qg
ible in CSP, but they are simpler on eptually, they
an be des ribed without the trappings of the CSP p + q = p [ q = fj 2 p _  2 qg
algebra, and the results we wish to extend here were p =  + p + pp + ppp + :::
presented in an event system ontext.
where  is the empty sequen e. Thus, p is the set
of nite on atenations of elements of p. Sin e terms
1.2.3 De nition: event system
represent sets of sequen es, the usual set operations
An event system is a quadruple (E; I; O; T ) where E like \\" and \[" an be used, though we usually
is a nite set of events, I and O are disjoint subsets of prefer \+" to \[" in this ontext. We use \ " for
events alled inputs and outputs, respe tively, and T the set di eren e operator.
is the set of tra es, some subset of the possible nite Regular expressions over a nite alphabet su h as
event sequen es. Events in E (I [ O) are alled E are apable of expressing only regular languages or
sets, whi h are re ognizable by nite-state ma hines.
internal. There are two restri tions on T :
However, we may use the regular expression oper(1) event separability: if  2 T then  2 T (any ators on variables representing arbitrary sets of sepre x of a tra e is a tra e)
quen es. We mention this as a aution so that the

reader will not assume that an expression su h as p
ne essarily represents a regular set, sin e p might not
be a regular set itself.
We introdu e here two operations on event sequen es that play an important role in de nitions of
se urity. They are not native to regular expressions;
in fa t, they are losely related to two operations in
CSP, and we will use the CSP notation for them.
The rst is restri tion. Suppose  is an event sequen e and A is a set of events. Then jA, the restri tion of  to A, is the subsequen e of  onsisting
of elements of A. Thus, if A = fa; g and  = ab ,
then jA = a . Restri tion may be applied to sets
of sequen es elementwise. That is, if p  E  then
pjA = f(jA)j 2 pg.
The purge of A from p, written p n A, is the restri tion of p to non-A events. That is,

alled the \low" events, and
E=E

E;

alled the \high" events. This notation is ambiguous be ause it does not indi ate the level s used to
de ne it, but that level will ordinarily be lear from
ontext.
Also, for any set of sequen es p  E  ; we de ne
p = pjE and p = pjE:
1.3.3 Forward Corre tability

The rst de nition of information ow se urity that
was shown to be omposable is M Cullough's restri tiveness (originally alled \hook-up se urity"). Like
noninterferen e, restri tiveness is de ned to apply in
a broader ontext than multilevel se urity, but we are
on erned here only with its spe ialization to multip n A = pj(E A):
level se urity. We will not present restri tiveness here
be ause it has been superseded by a property that is
1.3
Multilevel Se urity
better, in the sense that, while it is omposable and
Sin e we are on erned here with multilevel se urity, stronger than nondedu ibility on inputs, it is weaker
we begin by adding a sensitivity level assignment to than restri tiveness. This property is forward orevents in an event system. This gives us a labelled re tability, due to Johnson and Thayer [JoTh88℄.
To de ne forward orre tability, we must rst deevent system.
ne simple perturbations and orre tions. These definitions are in the ontext of some given event system
1.3.1 De nition: labelled event system
and some level s to di erentiate \high" and \low."
A labelled event system is a triple (S; L; ) where:
S = (E; I; O; T ) is an event system,
L is a latti e (of sensitivity levels)
 : E ! L (a level assignment fun tion).

Sometimes we will refer to S itself as a labelled
event system, with the existen e of a level latti e and
assignment fun tion implied.
1.3.2 Notation

Given any sensitivity level s 2
E into two sets

1.3.4 De nition: simple perturbation
Æ is a simple perturbation of before if there exists
a high input x 2 I su h that for some :

(1) = and Æ = x (x is inserted into before
) or
(2) = x and Æ = (x is deleted from before
).

1.3.5 De nition: orre tion
L, one an partition 0 is a orre tion of Æ in if Æ =  and
su h that: 0 = and jI = 0 jI .

E = fe 2 E j(e)  sg

Thus, a orre tion in
non-inputs in .

0

=

0

is a modi ation of high

unwinding theorem. An unwinding result for noninterferen
e has been available sin e 1984 [GoMe84℄.
A labelled event system is forwardly orre table if, for
all levels s 2 L, for all tra es 2 T , and for all low
2.1.1 Event System A eptors
inputs a 2 I ,
an event system, there is a state-transition maif (Æ is a simple perturbation of before or Æ is a Given
hine
(or
just \state ma hine") that a ts as an a epsimple perturbation of before a )
tor for tra es.
and jI = L ( ontains no high inputs),
2.1.2 De nition: a eptor
then there exists a orre tion 0 of Æ in su h that
0 2 T.
An a eptor is a tuple M = (Q; I; A; Æ; q0) where Q
is a set of states, I is a set of inputs, A  Q is the
This de nition would be turned into the equivalent set of a ept states, Æ : Q  I ! Q is the next-state
of restri tiveness if the low input a ould be repla ed fun tion, and q0 2 Q is the initial state.
in the de nition by an arbitrarily long sequen e of If Æ is extended as usual to Q  I  , we will say that
low inputs. Johnson and Thayer showed that forward an input sequen e  is a epted if Æ(q0 ; ) 2 A: Note
orre tability is stri tly weaker than restri tiveness, that we have not required an a eptor to have only a
by exhibiting an event system that is forwardly or- nite number of states.
re table but not restri tive. They also proved that To onstru t an a eptor for an event system, we
forward orre tability is omposable.
begin by introdu ing an operator on event sequen es
The remaining goal for forward orre tability is an that is familiar both from a regular expression onwnwinding theorem. We will present a result that text and from CSP. We will use the CSP notation for
has the form of an unwinding result, though it is not it.
idea from a pra ti al point of view. The rst step
is to show how event systems an be represented as 2.1.3 De nition: /
state-transition ma hines.
If q  E  is a set of event sequen es, and  2 E  ;
1.3.6 De nition: forwardly orre table

2

The
proa h

State-Ma hine

Ap-

q= = f j

2 qg:

In CSP, q= is alled \q after ." For regular expressions, this is the Brzozowski derivative [Brz64℄.
2.1
An Unwinding Result
It strips  o all elements of q that had  as a pre x,
Unwinding addresses the need for a pra ti al way to leaving the tails. The derivative operation has some
verify se urity of a system, working from the ode or obvious elementary properties whi h we will use witha higher-level formal spe i ation of it. Both non- out proof, su h as (q=)= = q=( ):
interferen e and nondedu ibility are stated in terms
of tra es. While some systems may be spe i ed di- 2.1.4 De nition: event system a eptor
re tly in terms of their possible tra es (see, e.g.,
is an a eptor for an event system S = (E; I; O; T )
[M L92℄), program ode and many other formal spe - M
if
i ation approa hes assume a state-transition model,
M = (Q; E; Q f;g; Æ; T )
and spe ify individual state transitions. It is helpful,
therefore, to express a se urity property as a ondi- where Æ(q; e) = q=e, and Q = fT=j 2 E  g.
tion on individual state transitions. A theorem stat- We are begging the question by alling M the a ing the equivalen e of a tra e-based se urity ondition eptor for S . It is obvious that M is an a eptor, but
with a transition-based se urity ondition is alled an we must prove that it a epts exa tly the tra es of S .

2.1.5 Theorem

2.1.11 Theorem
If M is the a eptor for the labelled event system S ,
If M is the a eptor for S , M a epts  i  2 T .
Proof Simply note that T= 6= ; if and only if  S is forwardly orre table i for ea h level s, high
input x 2 I , low input a 2 I , and state q 2 Q,
is a pre x of some tra e in T .
2.1.6 s-Equivalen e

The unwinding-like result for forward orre tability
will be similar in that we begin by identifying an
equivalen e relation on the states of the a eptor.
Two states will be onsidered s-equivalent if they
have the same proje tion under , de ned as the low
view of high-input-free ontinuations:
2.1.7 De nition: proje tion
(q) = (q \ (E I ) )jE:
Although  depends on the level s, we are ontinuing our pra ti e of leaving s impli it.
2.1.8 De nition: s-equivalen e
q is s-equivalent to q0 , written q  q0 , if (q) = (q0 ):
It will ome in handy later to observe that  is a

regular expression homomorphism, that is:
2.1.9 Proposition

(p + q) = (p) + (q) and (pq) = (p)(q).
This implies also that (p ) = ((p)) ; () = ;
and (;) = ;.
2.1.10 The Unwinding Theorem

The de nition for s-equivalen e looks pe uliar, but
it is justi ed by the following unwinding-like theorem. What keeps it from being a truly satisfa tory
unwinding theorem is the fa t that it in ludes a ondition on two su essive transitions, rather than one.
But this is still far better than dealing with event
sequen es of arbitrary length. Another drawba k is
that the state equivalen e used is mu h less intuitive
than that for noninterferen e, though we will show
how to deal with it for some small examples.

q=x  qand (q=x)=a  q=a:

Proof This result is a tually quite me hani ally
straightforward. It is simply a translation of the definition of forward orre tability into the a eptor ontext. The proof has four parts, orresponding to the
two dire tions of impli ation, and either the two state
equivalen es above, or whether or not the low input
is present before in the de nition of forward orre tability. We will prove one part below in detail,
and omit the rest.
Suppose S is forwardly orre table. Assume x 2 I
and q 2 Q. We will show that q=x  q. This is trivial
if q = ;, so assume q 6= ;:
We must show that (q=x) = (q), i.e., that (q=x \
(E I ) )jE = (q \ (E I ) )jE: We show rst that
the left side is a subset of the right side. If the left
side is empty, we are done; otherwise, produ e 2
q=x \ (E I ) : We must nd 0 2 q \ (E I ) with
0= .
For some  2 T , we have q = T=. Then q=x =
T==x = T=(x), so x 2 T , and  is a simple
perturbation of x before . Furthermore, sin e
2 (E I ) , has no high inputs. By forward
orre tability, there exists 0 su h that  0 2 T; 0 =
; and 0 jI = jI . This means that 0 2 q and 0 also
has no high inputs. But then 0 2 q \ (E I ) , and
we are done.
To show that that (q \ (E I ) )jE  (q=x \ (E

I ) )jE , the argument is essentially the same be ause
deleting x is also a simple perturbation.
2.2

Testing Forward Corre tability

The motivation for unwinding results is to provide a
pra ti al way of testing a se urity ondition, in this
ase forward orre tability. It turns out that if an
event system a eptor is small, it is very easy to test
s-equivalen e. Thus, this unwinding result an be
useful at least as a way of he king small illustrative
examples.

A eptors for small examples are usually repre- a strawman generalization of noninterferen e. Those
sentable without diÆ ulty either in the form of a systems have some interesting properties with respe t
regular expression for the set of tra es, or as a state to the de nitions we have given:
graph. In either ase it is straightforward to express
ea h state in regular expression form. We will show (1) System A is forwardly orre table.
how to nd the proje tion (q) of a state q given as
(2) System B is nondedu ibility se ure on inputs,
a regular expression.
but not forwardly orre table.

2.2.1 Cal ulating Proje tions of Regular Expressions
First, we observe that if A  E , then q \ (E A)
may be obtained from the regular expression for q

(3) The omposition of systems A and B is not nondedu ibly se ure on inputs.

In order to some of those properties, we will spe ify
systems A and B with nite-state a eptors and show
how to he k forward orre tability for them. Che king nondedu ibility on inputs, and onstru ting an
a eptor for the omposition, are ea h possible but
relatively laborious, and those a tivities will not be
undertaken here.
System A has two high inputs, a low input, a high
output, and three low outputs. One low output is
a \stop- ount" output, and the other two represent
an even or odd parity for the number of high events
that pre eded the stop- ount output. System B is
the same ex ept that it has only one high input, and
the stop- ount event is an input instead of an output. The gure below shows a diagram like M Cullough's for these systems. The gure a tually shows a
sample verti al timeline for ea h system, with inputs
and outputs as horizontal arrows. The thi k shaded
arrows are the high-level events. We prefer singlehara ter identi ers for events, so the parity outputs
are 0 and 1 and the stop- ount event is . The gure
also suggests how the two systems are omposed.
Both A and B have even (0) and odd (1) parity
outputs, but, for example, 0 in A is distin t from
0 in B . Hen e the parity outputs are subs ripted
to identify whi h system they belong to. Thus, for
system A, we have E = fx; a; b; ; 0A; 1A g, with I =
fx; bg; O = fa; ; 0A; 1A g, and E = f ; 0A; 1A g.
One an onstru t an a eptor for a small system
by spe ifying a regular expression for the tra es and
then al ulating derivatives, but it is often easier, as
2.2.2 A Small Example
in this ase, to write down the state graph for the
Two small example systems appeared in [M C88b℄, a eptor dire tly. The a eptor for system A is shown
alled A and B , to illustrate the non- omposability of in Fig. 3.

by repla e ea h o urren e of an event in A with ;.
This has the e e t of eliminating those sequen es in
q having any o urren e of an event in A. To nd
(q), we will rst repla e high inputs in q with ;.
For example, (a + b + ) is the set of all sequen es of a's, ab's and 's, su h as a, ab, , aa, a ,
ab , et . If E = fa, b, g, the interse tion (a + ab +
) \ (E - fag) may be found easily if we repla e a
by ; in (a + ab + ) ; the result is (; + ; + ) =  .
Se ond, we observe that qjA may be obtained from
the regular expression for q by repla ing ea h o urren e of an event in E - A with . This deletes elements of A from ea h sequen e in q. Note, in parti ular, that q = qjE = q(E E ), so q may be found by
repla ing high events in q with .
With (a + ab + ) again, suppose that b is low
and a and are high. Note that
(a + ab + ) = (a + ab + ) jfbg.
The result is found by repla ing o urren es of a and
with . This gives ( + b + ) = ( + b) =

b.
Putting the two examples together, suppose that a
and are high and b is low, a is an input, and b and
are outputs. Thus, E = fbg and I = fag. Let q =
(a + ab + ) again. Then
(q) = ((a + ab + ) \ (E - fag))jfbg =  jfbg
=  = .

parity. After output has o urred, the inputs x and
b have no e e t.
There may very well be other event systems that
satisfy M Cullough's informal des ription of system
A, and whi h ould generate the sample timelines
shown. However, this a eptor graph is a formal spe i ation of the parti ular interpretation of system A
that we will work with.
The next step is to determine the equivalen e set of
ea h state. State expressions are generated by noting
that, sin e  2 q for ea h state q,
Figure 2: M Cullough's systems A and B

q =  + fe(q=e)je 2 E g

and reading q=e o the state graph. This is a standard te hnique found in, e.g., [Gin68℄. Let qi be the
state numbered i in the graph. We have:
q0 =  + (x + a + b)q1 + q2
q1 =  + (x + a + b)q0 + q3
q2 =  + (x + b)q2 + 0A q4
q3 =  + (x + b)q3 + 1A q4
q4 =  + (x + b)q4

Figure 3: A eptor for system A

We ould \solve" these equations to obtain expli t
expressions for ea h qi , but that will not be ne essary.
We an use these equations to nd the proje tions.
Re all that the proje tion is homomorphi , yields ;
on high inputs, and  on other high events.

The initial state is state 0, indi ated by the short (q0 ) =  + (; +  + ;)(q1) + (q2 ) =  + (q1 ) +
arrow at the upper left. The ; state is not shown.
(q2 )
Transitions not shown, su h as the transition aused
by event from state 2, go to the ; state. Note (q1 ) =  + (; +  + ;)(q0) + (q3 ) =  + (q0 ) +
(q3 )
that for all inputs, namely x and b, there is always
a transition to a non-; state. This is ne essary and
suÆ ient for the graph to be the a eptor for some (q2 ) =  + ; + 0A(q4 ) =  + 0A (q4 )
event system. Re all that an event sequen e is a tra e
if it takes the a eptor from its initial state to any (q3 ) =  + ; + 1A(q4 ) =  + 1A (q4 )
non-; (visible) state.
(q4 ) =  + ; = 
The graph shown for system A shuttles ba k and
forth between states 0 and 1 to keep tra k of the par- At this point we will have to do some solving, using
ity of events x; b, and a. When output o urs, the Gaussian elimination. Beginning with q4 and substinext output will be determined by the last re orded tuting as we go, we get:

(q4 ) = 
(q3 ) =  + 1A
(q2 ) =  + 0A
(q1 ) =  + (q0 ) + ( + 1A)
(q0 ) =  +  + (q0 ) + ( + 1A) + ( + 0A) =
 + ( + 1A + 0A) + (q0 )

Re ursive equations are solved using Arden's rule,
whi h says that the equation p = r + sp has the solution p = s r. Solving the last two,
(q0 ) =  + ( + 1A + 0A )

Figure 4: A eptor for system B

(q1 ) =  +  + ( + 1A + 0A ) + ( + 1A) =
 + ( + 1A + 0A) = (q0 ):

We are now ready to he k the onditions for forward orre tability. This system has no low inputs,
so the only ondition to he k is that q=x  q for
high inputs x (namely, x and b). By symmetry, we
only need to he k using x. We have:
(q0 =x) = (q1 )
(q1 =x) = (q0 )
(q2 =x) = (q2 )

(q4 ) =  + (q4 )

This yields:
(q4 ) =



(q3 ) =  +  ( + 1B  ) =  ( + 1B  )
(q2 ) =  ( + 0B  )

(q3 =x) = (q3 )

(q1 ) =  + (q0 ) +

(q4 =x) = (q4 )

(q0 ) =  +  + (q0 ) +  ( + 1B  ) +  ( +
0B  ) =  + (q0 ) +  ( + 0B  + 1B  )



( + 1B  )

Thus, system A is forwardly orre table.
M Cullough's system B has the same state graph
as system A, ex ept that (1) there is no event x, To test forward orre tability for system B , we
(2) the parity outputs have \B " subs ripts, (3) has must he k, for all states q, that both q=a  q and
be ome an input, and (3) a and b are ex hanged, sin e q=a=  q= , sin e is a low input. In parti ular,
a be omes an input and b an output.
The reader an he k that, for system B,
(q0 =a= ) = (q3 ) and (q0 = ) = (q2 )
(q0 ) =  + (q1 ) + (q2 )
And this shows that system B is not forwardly or(q1 ) =  + (q0 ) + (q3 )
re table, sin e (q3 ) 6= (q2 ). This result is somewhat stronger than M Cullough's observation that
(q2 ) =  + (q2 ) + 0B (q4 )
system B is not restri tive, sin e forward orre tabil(q3 ) =  + (q3 ) + 1B (q4 )
ity is a weaker property.

3

Summary

Following the nondeterministi / ombinatori thread
of information ow se urity modelling, we made these
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